
A NOVEL NORDIC HAMSTRING EXERCISE DEVICE: HALHAM°

HAMSTRING INJURIES CURRENT DEVICES DESIGN METHODOLOGY 

EXISTING DEVICE FLAWS: 

1. Some only measure linear force output
and not torque about the knee (2,3).

2. They do not measure angular range over
which the force can be produced. This is
important as current research suggests

having strong and long hamstring

muscles is effectual for injury prevention
and a faster return-to-play following
injury (1-3).

3. During a conventional NHE the
hamstrings are typically trained at short
muscle lengths within 90–110° of knee
extension range before the break-point is
reached, which limits specificity to the
muscle length occurring at injury (2,3).

Experimental design: A custom-built dynamometer (HALHAM°) (Fig 2.) was

designed to address current device issues, and manipulate the torque-angle
relationship to elicit torque production at the longer muscle lengths, mimicking
the late swing phase injury location.

HALHAM° KEY DESIGN POINTS:

1. Measures torque about the knee,
making measures more relatable
between players.

2. Measures torque at the break-point
angle of the NHE (termed the BTA) to
assess proxy muscle length changes
i.e. the angular range over which the
torque can be produced.

3. The novel rig uses an angular
mechanism which adjusts the
inclination to target the knee flexors
capacity to apply torque over the more
greatly extended knee angles, where
injury is most likely to occur (4).

TRIALS:
Recreationally active male rugby union players (n=18)
performed 1 set of 3 maximal bilateral NHEs at a standard
0° flat angle position (FLAT), a 10° incline (INC) and a 10°
decline angle (DEC).

RESULTS: 

▪ Altering inclination did not affect eccentric knee flexor
peak torque (F=0.952, p=0.389) (Fig 3.)

▪ Changing inclination significantly affected BTA (F=63.85,
p<0.01), which increased when the NHE was performed
at INC (134.1+8.6°) compared to both the DEC (112.1+8.3°)
(p<0.01, g=2.599) and conventional FLAT NHE (126.0+9.8°)
(p<0.01, g=0.885) (Fig 3.)

IMPACT:
• The HALHAM° can target the knee flexors at extended lengths using the incline

slope mechanism, similar to those seen in sprinting where the site of most
HSIs occur.

• Using the incline slope mechanism leads to hamstring muscle failure at longer
muscle lengths without reductions in the maximal force exuded by the muscle.

• Using a graded training intervention through the inclinations (decline-flat-
incline) could aid effective gradual return-to-play rehabilitation.

FUTURE WORK:

• Using the HALHAM° incline slope for eccentric long-length muscle training
may favourably affect architectural adaptations, such as increased hamstring
muscle fascicle length and hypertrophy.

• A software feedback system to better control hip position and knee extension
speed will be integrated, thus exploring the influence of technique on angular-
torque metrics.
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BACKGROUND:

• Hamstring strain injuries (HSI) are common
in sports and have frequent reoccurrence
within 2 years (14-63%), therefore
prevention of initial injury is critical.

• Nordic hamstring exercise (NHE) training
(Fig 1.) has been successful in reducing HSIs
by up to 51% when included in prevention
programmes yet the mechanism of this
effect is debated.

• HSIs are associated with the hamstrings
being subject to high forces during rapid
muscle lengthening actions such as in the
late swing phase of high-speed running. By
targeting the hamstrings in a lengthened
position during eccentric hamstring training,
it is believed that the muscle orientation at
injury can be more closely reproduced.

• Portable devices using the NHE to measure
eccentric hamstring strength have
presented a lower cost alternative to
isokinetics, offering ongoing monitoring and
feedback in an applied setting (1–3).
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Fig 2. HALHAM° device

Fig 3. HALHAM° results
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